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This invention relates primarily to fountain terial, such as hard rubber, to withstand the
pens, and particularly to those of the type em?
ploying a plunger reciprocally movable in the
pen barrel and. operable to effect a ?lling of the
5 barrel with ink.
_ In the use of such pen barrel ?lling means, it
is common. to have the plunger, on its rear

stroke, act more or less freely in the barrel to
permit air to escape therearound as it is dis
10 placed thereby, and then, on its forward stroke,
to create a vacuum in the barrel at the rear of

the plunger, and ?nally, when at the forward
end of its stroke, to enter a portion of the barrel
which places the vacuum space in communica
tion with the open pen-carrying end of the bar
15 rel
to effect a drawing of ink into such space
with the open barrel end immersed in ink. One
feature of the invention relates to improvements
in the plunger to facilitate its operation and
20 smoothness of action in the barrel.
‘The invention is fully described in the follow
ing specification, and one embodiment thereof’

illustrated in the accompanying drawing, in
Which'—
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Figure 1 is a central longitudinalsection of a

fountain pen embodying the invention with parts
broken away and parts in full, and with the cap
at the rear end of the barrel removed; Figs. 2, 3
and 4 are enlarged fragmentary details of the
30 pen showing the cup member of the plunger in
section and illustrating the form of such mem
ber at various positions in the barrel and under
different conditions, and Fig. 5 is a central sec
tional view of the cup member free from the
35 plunger and in normal form.

,

Referring, to the drawing, I designates the
hollow ink carrying barrel of a fountain pen, the
pen end of which is open to permit the admission

of ink thereto when ?lling and its feeding dis
40

charged therefrom to the writing point when
writing, as well as understood in the art. The
interior of the barrel near its open end is pro

corrosive action of writing ?uids. The outer end
of the stem is provided with a knob II] to facili-v

tate manual operating, such knob being threaded
on the outer end of the rod 8 in abutment with
the outer end of the sleeve 9. The stem 6 is of

suitable length to position the plunger 5, when
at the forward end of its stroke, in the barrel
enlargement 2, so that both end portions of the
barrel cavity are in communication around the 10
plunger through said enlargement.

‘

The plunger 5 comprises a backing plate H, a
clamping member i2 and a yielding cup member
13 clamped therebetween. The stem rod 8 pro
jects through a central aperturerin the backing
plate II and threads into the clamping mem
ber l2 and the latter has a reduced extension
[4 at its inner end which projects through a
central aperture in the cup member l3 and

abuts at its free end againstthe backing plate
I l , thus limiting the extent of compression of the
cup member I3 by a clamping action of the
members II and I2. The plate, II is of less di
ameter than the barrel cavity and has its out
ward thrust against the inner end of the stem 25
sleeve 9, and the clamping member 12 is of less
diameter than the plate H, as shown. The
members H and I2 are of hard rubber, or other
suitable material, which is resistant to the cor
30
rosive action of writing ?uids.
The cup member I3 is of yielding resilient
materialsuch as soft rubber and is compressed
to some extent by the clamping action of the
members II and I2. This cup member has a

rather thick disk-form of body which, at its top, 35
is substantially the same diameter as the back

ing plate II, and has its outer peripheral wall

preferably slightly tapered with its large end
outermost. The member l3, at its lower mar
ginal edge, is formed with a depending skirt l5 40
with its outer peripheral surface gradually en;
larging on a taper Hi from its inner to its outer

edge at a slight angle to the peripheral face I‘!
of the cup member body. The outer end face
of the skirt I5 is substantially flat in a plane 45
4 UT end of the barrel is closed in any suitable man-,
'_ diametrical to the plunger axis, and the thick
ner as by a plug 3 threaded therein. _
For the purpose of filling, a plunger 5 is ness of the skirt at its inner end is pref
erably greater than that at its outer end,
mounted in the barrel l for reciprocatory move
ments therein and is carried by a stem 6 that thus making its inner surface I8 more acute 50
to a diametrical plane of the member l2
50 projects without the closed end of the barrel
through a central aperture in the plug 3 and than the surface IS. ‘The normal spread or
through a packing unit 1 at the inner end of flare of the skirt is greater than the diameter
such plug. The stem 6, in the present instance, of the barrel cavity but less than that of its en
comprises a metallic rod 8 and an, enclosing largement 2, so that when the skirted portion of 55.
the plunger is in the enlargement, ?uid may pass
5 sleeve or tubular covering 9 of a suitable ma

vided with, an enlargement 2, the purpose of
which is hereinafter explained. The opposite
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freely therearound, as shown in Figs. 1 and 4,
and when such skirted portion is drawnrear
ward into- the reduced portion of the barrel a
' radial compression of the skirt is effected by reae

son of its free edge contacting with the barrel

with a rather heavy body portion and with a rela
tively light skirt portion, which latter should
not only extend downwardly from the body por
tion of the member, so that the upward end '

thrust thereon is opposed by the body member,

wall, as shown in Fig. 3.

but the outer surface of the skirt portion should
In practice, it is found that the most desirable . be ?ared outward relative to the body portion.’

results are obtainedrby disposing the inner skirt
taper I 8 at approximately a 30° angle to a di

ametrical plane thereof and the outer taper‘ H5
at approximately a 60° angle to such plane, or;
a 30° angle to a plane parallel to'the plunger‘

It is also desirable to dispose the inner wall of
the skirt portion at a less incline to a diametrical
plane than the outer wall of such portion, so that
the outer end of the skirt portion is of less width
' than its inner end.

I

.

. axis, ‘when the member 13 is free of compression
The plug 3 and packing unit ‘I are disposed in
or distorting forces in anygdirection, as shown j a. slightly enlarged portion 20 in the rear end

15

in Fig. 5. To facilitate future referencefto these iwportion‘of the barrel bore,~and the packing unit

15

angles, the ?rst angle is ‘designated ajand the is held to its seat, against the inner shouldered
second angle isrdesignated b. When the member end of ‘the reduced portion of the bore by the
I3 is clamped between the membersijll and I2," threading of the'plug 3 therein.
'
. it is slightly compressed, ‘thus effecting. a slight
The packing unit 1 comprises two opposed

'20 inward drawing of the skirt portion, so that’ the

angularity of-"its angle a; is approximately 37°
while that of the angle b is approximately 32°, as
shown in Fig.4., The increase of the angle a. over

of the angle o increases the tendency of the
skirt toresis-t‘a compressing force applied to its
outer free. edge.
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VWhen' theplunger is drawn rearward into the
reduced portion of the barrel bore the skirt por
' tion of the resilient cup member I3 is pressed in.

spaced disk members 21 and'22, which'are cen

trally apertured'to'permit the free passagegof
the :plungerjstem; therethrough and have. their;
inner‘or; adjacent faces of dished or concaved
form; These disks are of hard-rubber, orother

20.

suitable'rigid material, preferably ofanature 25;
resistant, to ink'corrosion. Disposed between the v
disks 2] and 22 and clamped-at their'edges be-'
tween, the edge portions of such disks is a resil
ient soft rubber packing comprising one 'or more

ward: by ccntact'of-its'free angular edge with soft rubberidisksi23, in the present instance two
the bore wall, as shownin Fig; 3, but is not ma
terial distorted in shape over its form when in
the neutral; position within the bore enlarge

ment 2,_;as shown in Fig. 4. This'compressing
35 actionpf the skirt l5 increases the‘ angle a’ to

approximately-52°‘and diminishes the angle 1) to
approximately 28° and at the same time causes
a slight tilting‘ of the outer‘ end surface of .the
skirt from a diametrical plane,’ as indicated in

in number, which are centrally apertured. to per

mit thegfnctional passing of the plunger stem 6
therethrough.

The disks'23 are preferably?at

and while compressed at their outer edge portions‘ '

by the clamping action of the-disks 2| and 22,_
their centralportions, which are disposed within
the enlarged; space formed by the concaved por
tions of the clamping disks, are non-compressed,
other than by the frictional fitting of the plunger

Fig.3 by1angleggc. ,While during this rearward

stem therein, and are free to move axially within

stroke movement of the plunger the outerend
edge of the skirt, l5 has frictional coaction with
the wallof the barrel, such coaction is not so
great as to prevent ‘the escape of displaced air
.3 around the plunger to the open'end portion of
the‘ barrel.

said'space asthe stem 6 is reciprocated. ‘This
prevents the, soft’ packing'disks from havingaj

40,;

?rm binding coaction with the stem,~thus render-'
ing the stem guide free to be reciprocated within
the packing, andat- the same time providing a
highly e?‘ectirve means for preventing the admis
Upon a forward or vacuum stroke of the plunge‘ sion of- atmospheric air to’ the rear end portionrof
er, the form‘ of~the cup member vl3 and of its the barrel cavity around the plunger, stem when
skirt J5 and the frictional coaction of the latter a vacuumis being created in the barrel by afor- I
with the wall causes a rearward compression of; ward strokeof the plunger. 7 l' >
,
50‘;
the skirt and body, portion of the cup member
A gasket 24 of~disk-form and preferably of felt,
so- that they assume aeform'andposition relative which may bersaturated with a lubricant if de-r‘
to the barrel substantially as illustrated in Fig. 2. siredfis interposed between the plug 3 and clamp- ' ‘
thus- creating a very considerable and effective ing disk 22, so that whengthe plug 3 is screwed
home a clamping pressure is applied to the clamp 55
1 155' resistance to the‘ admission of ‘atmospheric pres
sure to the space at the rear of the plunger where

ing disks through said gasket. ‘-

V' ’ inea- vacuum is created by the forward stroke of

the plunger. ‘During this vacuum stroke of the
plunger, the angle a is lessened to approximately
60 28° and the angle of tilt of the lower edge‘ portion
of the_skirt,>whic_h angle'is' designated 0, is in
creased to approximately 18°. 7 At the same time

the inner end’ of: the skirt is rearwardly tilted by
the compressing‘ action which takes place length
V65 wise; o'fthe‘ skirt and into the body portion of the

'

It is apparent that many changes in construc
tion and arrangement of the parts of thefea
tures comprising the invention may be made
without departing from the scope of the claims.
_ Having thus 'describedmy invention, what I
claim as new, and desire to ‘secure by United
States Letters Patent, is:

‘

7
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1. In a fountain pen of the class described, a

plunger‘ having an operating >rod~ projecting 65
therefrom, said plunger comprising a ‘cup mem-'
,It will: be understood that while the‘angles reev ber'of soft. resilientgmaterial having a body por
ferried-‘to are ‘merely illustrative of one'embodi
tion and a‘dependent skirt portion with its outer,
ment: of the invention, and of‘ the action of the 'side ?ared with respect to said body portion and
7 01 plunger cup, so'far asp-itcanjbe'determined in . adapted alone to, contact with a pen barrel in 70,
-operation,~ such» angles‘ may be varied within which operating, said plunger also including op
cupjrnember toward its upper inner edge.‘ ' <

reasonable limits'without departing from ‘the

. spirit of the ‘invention.

vr5:

It is found important,

however,’ in‘ obtaining the desired results ‘to pro

vide; the; resilient cup member of, the plunger

'

posed; clamping members for thebody portion of
the cup member of less diameter than the barrel

opening.

2.,In, a fountain pen of the class described,‘ a 75- _

'
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plunger mounted in the pen barrel and having
an operating stem projecting therefrom without
one end of the barrel, said plunger comprising
opposed clamping members of less diameter than
the barrel bore, and a cup member of soft resil

ient material held between said clamping mem
bers, said cup member having a disk like body
portion, and a ?ared depending skirt portion at
one end with the thickness of the skirt portion
10 greater at its inner end than at its outer end.
3. In a fountain pen of the class described, a

plunger mounted in the pen barrel and having an
operating. stem projecting therefrom without one
end of the barrel, said plunger comprising op
15 posed clamping members of less diameter than
the barrel bore, and a cup member of soft re
silient material held between said clamping mem
bers, said cup member having a ?ared skirt por
tion at one end for outer side contact with the

barrel wall, the outer side of said skirt portion
being disposed at a greater angle to a diametrical
plane thereof than its inner side.
4. In a fountain pen of the class described, a

plunger mounted in the pen barrel and having
an operating stem projecting therefrom without
one end of the barrel, said plunger comprising
opposed clamping members of less diameter than
the barrel bore, and a cup member of soft re
silient material held between said clamping mem
bers, said cup member having a disk like body
portion which is substantially the same in diam
eter as the inner clamping members and is con

siderably larger in diameter than the opposite

clamping member, and at such latter end is pro
vided without the adjacent clamping member
with a skirt portion which projects endwise from
the body portion and has its outer side ?ared
gradually outward on a taper from the side wall
of the body portion and has its inner wall join

ing with the body portion at substantially the
point of clamping of the smaller clamping mem
ber, said body portion being of less diameter than
the pen barrel and. the outer edge of the skirt 10

portion being normally of greater diameter than
the pen barrel.
5. In a fountain pen of the class described, a
barrel having a bore with an enlargement at its
open end portion, a plunger operating in said bore 15

and having a stem projecting from the closed.

end of the barrel, said plunger comprising 0p
posed clamping members both of less diameter
than the barrel bore, and the outer one being
of less diameter than the other, and a, soft re 20
silient cup member held between said clamping
members with the outer clamping member en

gaging the cup member in inwardly spaced rela
tion to its outer edge, said cup member having
an axially thick disk like body portion which is 25
of less diameter than the barrel bore and pro
vided at its outer end with an axially projecting

radially ?aring skirt portion of greater diameter
than said bore and of less diameter than its en

largement, said skirt portion being relatively 30
thicker at its inner than at its outer end.
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